
September 2021 

Dear Friends, 

Two years ago at our last in-person conference, we looked forward to 2020 with anticipation of 

the coming transformation and growth of Unity and of the world. Oh how things have changed! 

While the Covid dance isn’t the change we anticipated, embracing technology, addressing 

injustice, and focusing our ministries on what is really important has all been on the table.  

I am so proud of the lineup of speakers we have for Conference 2021--Building Bridges and I 

hope that they give you tools you can use, reignite your fire, and increase your connection with 

people and ideas that may not be as familiar. This year's conference team worked hard to 

cultivate this experience and I give huge thanks to Rev. Jane Hiatt, Rev. Lisa Davis, Becca Palm, 

and Mitch Hunter who, along with myself, met, and prayed, and asked, and listened.  

This year our youth team has continued to thrive through adversity with online events and one 

in- person Unitreat that slipped in between the pandemic waves.  

Earlier this year, Rev. Linda Spencer resigned from the regional board for personal reasons. We 

were sad to see her go and delighted to welcome Nadine Pierre to the board. Rev. Terry Murray 

released her position as the Regional Rep. A team has been formed to retool the job description 

of Regional Representative to ensure that it reflects what is needed in our evolving world.  

Additionally, we recognize there are a number of ministries in our region that are between 

ministers or do not have a credentialed leader. This is something constantly on our hearts and a 

topic I bring up in Unity leadership circles frequently. How can we help? 

This spring we started a monthly connection time, alternating between helpful content and a 

space to check in. What I heard there, and from clergy and ministry leaders from all over, is that 

this has been a hard time. I hope that you know that you’re not alone. We are stronger together 

and we welcome your ideas of ways that we can support each other regionally. 

I have hope for the future, and I know that together we have so much wisdom, strength, and 

potential. My dear friend, the late Rev. Jennifer Holder, liked to say “we are possibilitarians.” 

The potential of our gathering wisdom, the potential of our empathy, the potential of our 

abundance! There is so much to look forward to. Even while we mourn, even while we rest, even 

while we make big choices. I look forward with a great sense of possibility to the world-healing 

work/play we can do together.  

I am honored to serve you. 

With joy and love, 

Rachel Simpson 

Chair, NW Region Board of Directors 
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